THE REASONS FOR THE ATTACKS BY MR MYRON EVANS
AGAINST PROF FRANCESCO FUCILLA
Dear Readers
THE REASONS FOR THE ATTACKS BY MYRON EVANS AGAINST FRANCESCO FUCILLA,
can be found in Myron Evans Dismissal from Steriwave Plc and the Telesio Galilei
Academy of Science in 2009.
The attacks on Steriwave, Francesco Fucilla and Family started in 2009 soon after I
proposed the appointment of Prof Rodrigues JR (The man that proved beyond
doubts that Myron Evans kindergarten physics and mathematics was completely
wrong) to the Chairmanship of Telesio Galilei Academy and Steriwave.
Prof Waldyr Alves Rodrigues JR, is a world leading Mathematician and Physicists,
whose work has ridiculed the work of Mr Evans and the Alpha Institute of Advanced
Studies of Mr Evans. See the case history documented and click on this link.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan%E2%80%93Evans_theory
I appointed Prof Rodrigues to replace Mr Evans, when in 2010 I personally got to
realise that Mr Evans and the Alpha Institute of Kindergarten Studies were all
incompetent physicists and mathematicians, exactly as stated by Prof Rodrigues
Mignani, and many other leading scientists, that laugh at the nonsense he and his
aias members publish daily.
I must say, that I never entered into the merits of his Evans and AIAS work and
accepted their effort towards science alongside the rest of the work published by the
scientific community. To me AIAS was working in the betterment of science, hence I
gave AIAS all the support I could.
I took little notice of what others were saying about Evans and AIAS, and
consequently I found myself in deep trouble.
Going back to the story, Sometime in October 2008 Mr Evans, proposed to create a
new cosmology and without entering into the full merits and validity of such a
proposal, for I was engaged in running the companies that I serve, I went along with
it. (SEE EVANS EMAIL............NAMED................ “NEW COSMOLOGY “)
The confirmation as to the nonsense being proliferated by mr evans and aias came
to me when in 2009 I received technical data prepared by AIAS concerning the new
MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE!! Among the pile of nonsense received by AIAS for
publication, were animations of the birth of the universe!!! The animations showed
that the structures of spiral galaxies could be explained by way of showing that
matter from the centre of the spiral galaxies ...........injected outward .............
would create the spiral shape due to Mr Evans torsion!!!
In fact, one may propose that when Mr Evans and Mr Eckardt flush their toilets,
all of the contents of their toilets, spirals outwards from the toilets and into the
centre of their bathrooms forming a miniature spiral galaxy of cathartic waste!!

Please contact me on 07894262399 for a clear interpretation
of all known cosmological models, and discover the limitations
provided so far by present and past cosmologists and
philosophers.
Going back to Mr Evans and AIAS, In 2009 I proposed to appoint Prof Rodrigues as
Co-chairman of Telesio Galilei in order to partially repair the damage inflicted upon
the Telesio Galilei Academy by the association to AIAS.
The idea was to remove Mr Evans slowly, to finally demote him to just Full Member
status.
Mr Evans responded violently to my proposal, by attacking Steriwave Plc and not
Prof Rodrigues for he had no defence against the accusations made by Rodrigues
for Rodrigues is a GURU in mathematics and Physics, in fact one of the leading
scientists of our times!!
Finally Evans showed to be totally unwell when instead of attacking Rodrigues and
TGA, he attacked the very company that was feeding him, STERIWAVE PLC IN ORDER
TO DETER PROF RODRIGUES JR TO JOIN TGA AND STERIWAVE............................ BY
alleging THAT THE SHAREHOLDERS SHOULD NOT INVEST IN STERIWAVE PLC, that
Steriwave was a Fraud, that I and my Children were fraudsters, (Whilst telling the
shareholders at the same time, that he was the Chairman of Steriwave and that he
would never resign from Steriwave ......THAT HE LOVED STERIWAVE AND THAT I WAS
TO BE DISMISSED FROM STERIWAVE BECAUSE I WAS NOT FIT TO RUN IT, AND THAT
HE SHOULD BE RUNNING STERIWAVE ........ INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO THE
SLANDERING HE WAS MAKING AGAINST STERIWAVE, BY CALLING FOR
SHAREHOLDERS NOT TO INVEST IN STERIWAVE FOR IT WAS ALL A FRAUDULENT
SETUP)!!!
I later discovered that Mr Evans was an invalid, suffering from Mental illness, and
tried to help him in any way I could.
FINALLY,
I ask of you;
“How can such an illogical, incoherent, confused mind, provide the world with a new
Cosmology!? Indeed A UNIFIED FIELD THEORY!? “

Francesco Fucilla

